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Teaneck Public Schools

OFFICE OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 100 Elizabeth Avenue Teaneck, New Jersey 07666
Phone: (201) 833-5093 Fax: (201) 833-5495



Adv. Placement Language and Composition 11 Summer Reading Assignment 2020


Teacher: mlynskey@teaneckschools.org


For your summer reading assignment, you have been assigned 6 essays from which you need to choose 4


to read, annotate and complete a double entry journal. The essays have been chosen for their form and style as


well as their diverse perspective and subject matter. As you read your essay be sure to annotate for the speaker,


purpose, audience, context, exigence, rhetorical choices, appeals and tone. You may choose to read the essay once


to gain an understanding and then read it again for a deeper understanding and to annotate.




Reading and Annotation Guide - What to look for in each essay


Speaker
The author or presenter. What is known about him/her?

Purpose
The reason behind the text. What specific thing does the author want from the audience?
Format: essay, speech, etc.

Audience
The target group or individual to whom the piece is directed. Who is the larger or secondary audience? What qualities, beliefs, or values does the author assume the audience holds?

Context
What is going on in the world as it relates to the piece and/or the writer? The time/place of the piece. Subject, general content or ideas.
What is this piece about?

Exigence (and Kairos)
What was the spark – the CATALYST – that moved the speaker to write/act? How did this event impact the speaker?

Choices - Rhetorical Strat
Style: What are the moves of the writer? How is the author convincing the audience of his/her purpose? Identify moves w/ examples made within each section of the piece. ***Structure, organization, word choice, specific devices, syntax, lists, analogies, etc

Appeals -
Rhetorical Appeals - Ethos, Pathos, Logos
(What creates them? What effect do they have on the audience?)

Tone
(What creates this? Why does it matter? What effect does this have on the audience?)

You should copy the template into a Google doc and be prepared to hand in and discuss the 4 essays, your annotations and your double entry journal on the first day of school in September .


TEMPLATE



Double Entry Journal Template: each passage should be 50-100 words




THESIS STATEMENT FROM THE TEXT - write a full sentence in your own words



PURPOSE OF THE TEXT - Why was this written/ what is the author responding to. Write a full sentence in your own words



PASSAGES FROM TEXT (include pg. #) 50-100 words

ANALYSIS (style, purpose, effect on the audience, theme, literary elements, rhetorical appeals)









THEMATIC OR CURRENT ISSUE CONNECTION - identify a larger theme or current issue that is associated with the essay’s topic. Explain connection using evidence from the text.



